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Abstract
Glaucoma, commonly observed with an elevation in the intraocular pressure level
(IOP), is one of the leading causes of blindness. The lamina cribrosa is a mesh-like
structure that provides axonal support for the optic nerves leaving the eye. The
changes in the laminar structure under IOP elevations may result in the deaths of
retinal ganglion cells, leading to vision degradation and loss. We have developed
a comprehensive computational framework that can assist the study of structural
changes in microscopic structures such as lamina cribrosa. The optical sectioning
property of a confocal microscope facilitates imaging thick microscopic specimen
at various depths without physical sectioning. The confocal microscope images are
referred to as optical sections. The computational framework developed includes:
1) a multi-threaded system architecture for tracking a volume-of-interest within
a microscopic specimen in a parallel computation environment using a reliable-
multicast for collective-communication operations 2) a Karhunen-Loève (KL) ex-
pansion based adaptive noise prefilter for the restoration of the optical sections
using an inverse restoration method 3) a morphological operator based ringing
metric to quantify the ringing artifacts introduced during iterative restoration of
optical sections 4) a l2 norm based error metric to evaluate the performance of
optical flow algorithms without a priori knowledge of the true motion field and
5) a Compute-and-Propagate (CNP) framework for iterative optical flow algo-
rithms. The realtime tracking architecture can convert a 2D-confocal microscope
into a 4D-confocal microscope with tracking. The adaptive KL filter is suitable
for realtime restoration of optical sections. The CNP framework significantly im-
proves the speed and convergence of the iterative optical flow algorithms. Also,
the CNP framework can reduce the errors in the motion field estimates due to the
aperture problem. The performance of the proposed framework is demonstrated
on real-life image sequences and on z-Stack datasets of random cotton fibers and
lamina cribrosa of a cow retina with an experimentally induced glaucoma. The
proposed framework can be used for routine laboratory and clinical investigation of
microstructures such as cells and tissues, for the evaluation of complex structures
such as cornea and has potential use as a surgical guidance tool.
x
Introduction
The eye is a complex organ that generates the visual information from the light en-
tering the eye. Figure 1 shows the schematic representation of the cross-section of
the eye. Maintaining its spherical shape is crucial for the proper optical function-
ing of the eye and is accomplished by the aqueous humor flow. The aqueous humor
is produced by the ciliary body into the posterior chamber and enters into the an-
terior chamber through the lens and iris. The aqueous humor distributes nutrients
and immune responses in case of inflammation or infections to the lens, cornea
and trabecular meshwork. Also, aqueous humor flow removes metabolic wastes by
draining into the schlemm’s canal through the trabecular meshwork. The angle
between the iris and cornea is referred to as the angle. A proper clearance at the
Figure 1: Anatomy of eye
angle is needed for maintaining a normal pressure, referred as intraocular pressure
(IOP), in the eye measured in millimeters of mercury (mmHg). The light entering
the eye through the cornea is focussed on to the retina. Retina is a photoreceptive
layer consisting of millions of axons originating from the neuron cell bodies within
the ganglion nerve fiber layer. The axonal fibers group together to form the optic
nerve and leave the eye at the blind spot located in the posterior end of the eye.
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The optic disc region is usually referred as optic nerve head or papilla and exhibit
a natural ‘cup’ shape due to the arrangement of the optic nerves leaving the eye.
Lamina cribrosa is a mesh-like structure present in the optic nerve head region. The
lamina acts as a pressure barrier between the intraocular space and the retrobul-
bar space and also provides axonal support for the optic nerves leaving the eye [17].
Glaucoma is an ocular disease usually observed with an elevation in the IOP
levels. When left undiagnosed and untreated, it may cause progressive optic nerve
damage and loss of vision [6]. An imbalance in the aqueous humor inflow into the
posterior chamber and outflow from the posterior chamber through the trabecular
meshwork causes an elevation in the IOP level. Based on the source of the blockage
at the trabecular meshwork, glaucoma is classified as primary or secondary. Pri-
mary glaucoma is caused by a raised iris blocking the trabecular meshwork (open
angle) or due to a blockage at the angle (closed angle). Secondary glaucoma is due
to an elevation in the IOP level from an injury, a tumor or cataract [7]. An acute
or sustained elevation in the IOP level causes optic nerve damage. Increased cup-
ping in the ONH region is generally observed prior to visual field loss. Under IOP
elevations, the lamina cribrosa undergoes surface structure variations [1, 5, 4, 2]
and backward bowing [3]. It is speculated that the laminar deformation at elevated
IOP levels causes insults and trigger a series of biochemical events leading to the
death of the retinal ganglion cells [17]. The associated mechanical pressure may
decrease the blood flow to the optic nerve head region. Therefore it is very impor-
tant to study and understand the laminar deformation, in vivo, to understand its
role in glaucoma. A confocal microscope can be used to image thick microscopic
specimens such as lamina cribrosa at various depths without physically sectioning
the specimen [8].
The changes in the structure of lamina cribrosa, under experimental glaucoma
condition, can be studied by identifying the changes at various z-axis depths of the
specimen using the confocal optical section images. The deformation to the struc-
ture may involve an axial and lateral movement of structures including contraction,
expansion, regional rotation and skewing of structures. Analyzing dynamic pro-
cess such as glaucomatous condition in the eye, requires continuous evaluation
of the structures involved. Thus a volume-of-interest within the structure have
to be scanned continuously to observe and quantify the structural changes. We
used a custom built white-light confocal microscope available at LIONS Eye Re-
search Laboratory, LSU Eye Center, New Orleans, LA for conducting the research
presented in this dissertation. The images acquired using a white-light confocal
microscope suffer from blur due to non-ideal lens, imaging conditions and light
contributions from out-of-focus layers. Therefore, the images need to be restored
prior to analyzing the optical sections.
In this dissertation, we have developed a comprehensive computational frame-
work to assist the study of structural changes in microscopic specimen such as
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lamina cribrosa. The computational framework developed includes:
1. A multithreaded architecture for realtime tracking of microscopic structures,
2. An adaptive noise filtering algorithm using Karhunen-Loève expansion to
filter random artifacts in the optical section images,
3. A ringing metric to quantify the ringing artifacts introduced during iterative
restoration of images
4. A l2 norm based error metric for performance evaluation of optical flow
algorithms and
5. A Compute-and-Propagate framework for improving the speed and conver-
gence of the iterative optical flow algorithms. The optical flow algorithm
will be used for identifying the in-plane structural changes between the cor-
responding optical sections.
The main body of this dissertation is organized as three main chapters. Each
chapter contains a separate introduction, main body of research, results and con-
clusion sections to maintain clarity in the presentation. In chapter 1, we present
the hardware and software architectures for realtime tracking and visualization of
volumes of interest in microscopic specimen using the white-light confocal micro-
scope. We have developed an adaptive noise filter using Karhunen-Loève expansion
for removing random noise artifacts in the confocal images. Chapter 2 discusses
the adaptive noise filter for prefiltering the optical section images prior to restoring
the images using inverse filter restoration method. A ringing metric for quantifying
the ringing artifacts in the images restored using iterative restoration algorithm
is included in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we present the Compute-and-Propagate
framework for use with iterative optical flow estimation algorithms. The conclu-
sion chapter summarizes the contributions of this dissertation. We used lamina
cribrosa images of a cow retina and images of random cotton fibers to evaluate
the performance of the realtime tracking algorithm and the optical section restora-
tion algorithms. In addition to the lamina and cotton optical section images,
we used pictures of real-life scenes to evaluate the performance of the Compute-
and-Propagate framework for iterative optical flow algorithms. A review of linear
algebra relevant to this dissertation is included in the appendix chapter.
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Chapter 1. Confocal-4D: An Architecture for
Real-time Tracking and Visualization of
White-light Confocal Microscope Optical Serial
Sections
1.1 Introduction
A confocal microscope allows imaging thick microscopic structures at various depths
without physically sectioning the specimen. The images obtained using a confocal
microscope are referred to as optical sections. The concept of confocal microscopy
was invented by Marvin Minsky in 1955 [9]. Figure 2 shows a schematic repre-
Figure 2: Schematic representation of a white-light confocal microscope
sentation of a confocal microscope. The light from a light source passes through
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a light-source pinhole and gets reflected by a dichroic mirror. An objective lens
focuses the thin ray of light and illuminates a small volume in the specimen. As-
suming that the objective lens has a focal length f and an imaging plane is at a
distance i from the objective to collect the reflected light from the specimen, then










a layer at a depth o will be on focus. The layer is referred as an on-focus layer.
However, the light from the layers neighboring to the on-focus layer, referred as
out-of-focus layers, will also be collected by the objective lens. If a finitely small
pinhole is placed at the focal length f of the objective lens, the light coming from
the out-of-focus layers can be effectively blocked at the pinhole as shown in the
figure 2. As indicated in the original work of Marvin Minsky [10], the challenge
will be in choosing an optimal pinhole size as well as allowing sufficient light to
pass through.
Figure 3: Schematic representation of aberrant light rays from adjacent imaging
points passing through the detector pinholes
For imaging an entire on-focus layer in the specimen, the whole area needs to
be imaged point-by-point. An initial opinion about the area scanning for image
formation might be to place an array of pinholes and image the entire layer so
as to parallelize and avoid the point-by-point scanning method of image forma-
tion. However, it should be noted that it is the point-wise imaging that allows
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elimination of the out-of-focus light contribution [10]. For example, consider plac-
ing additional pinholes (Detector pinholes 1 and 3) adjacent to the pinhole in the
original configuration (Detector pinhole 2) to detect imaging points P1, P2 and P3
as shown in figure 3. The light rays from the imaging points P1 and P3 are not
shown for clarity. It can be observed that using an array of pinholes for imaging
multiple imaging points in parallel will seriously compromise the confocal prin-
ciple and will result in a blurred image in the image plane due to aberrant rays
from the out-of-focus planes passing the pinholes. We can avoid this problem by
keeping the pinholes sufficiently apart and scanning the imaging area. Confocal
microscopes use a Nipkow scanning disk for real-time imaging. Figure 4 shows
the schematic representation of a Nipkow scanning disk. To compensate for the
reduced light throughput due to smaller pinhole size, modern confocal microscopes
use brighter light sources such as Laser and Mercury (HBO) and Xenon (XBO)
arc-discharge lamps. Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopes (CSLM) use a rotating
mirror arrangement to scan the imaging area using laser beams, but the scan speed
is relatively slower compared to the Nipkow disk based point-scanning confocal mi-
croscopes. A patent-pending Disk Scanning Unit (DSU) from Olympus [11] uses
a random pattern of slits that form virtual pinholes when the disk spins at 3000
rpm. It is claimed that the DSU provides a high light throughput while achieving
a high scanning rate available in point-scanning systems.
We use a custom-built white-light confocal microscope (Advanced Scanning
Limited, New Orleans, LA) available in the LIONS Research Laboratories, LSU
Eye Center, New Orleans, LA, illuminated by a xenon light source [13]. White
light sources such as xenon lamps provide a non-coherent illumination and reduces
speckle noise compared to coherent laser light sources [12]. The structure of a
thick microscopic specimen such as thick cells, tissues and cotton fibers can be
reconstructed by building a z-Stack of optical sections acquired using a confocal
microscope at a regular z-axis depth intervals. Confocal microscopes have been
used for studying the surface cells of the human cornea [13, 16], examining the
three-dimensional structure of the lamina cribrosa of the retina in relation to the
effects of elevated intra-ocular pressure levels [17, 18], for the analysis of bacterial
infections in the cornea due to contact lens wear [15, 19], for morphologic char-
acterization of the cells in cornea [13], for studying corneal wound healing after
surgery [14] and for studying cellular structures in Gums, Skin and bones [20].
For observing cellular events in tissues, analyzing microscopic structural changes
under various diagnostic conditions and for the investigation of pathological states
of tissues, we need the ability to observe site specific changes in vivo. Assum-
ing that the specimen under observation has a definite shape and structure, the
changes in its structure can be studied from their optical sections. In present
laboratory and clinical practices, a trained technician or a physician manually
locate the pathological site by referring to the optical sections obtained in its ini-
tial state. We have designed and developed a hardware arrangement and a novel
6
(a) Schematic representation
(b) Visible scan-lines in a white-light confocal microscope image
Figure 4: Principle of operation of a Nipkow scanning disk
software architecture that can convert a confocal microscope into a 4D-confocal
microscope with the ability to track a reference volume-of-interest in a specimen
in approximate real-time. In section 1.2 we discuss the hardware arrangement for
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z-axis control of the confocal microscope and an image acquisition hardware. In
section 1.3, we investigate the choice of an optimal matching measure for tracking
optical section images of a microscopic specimen with image dimension-reduction
using wavelets for tracking the optical sections in real-time. We discuss a software
architecture for real-time optical section image acquisition, tracking a reference
volume-of-interest using optical sections in a cluster computing environment and
visualization of tracked z-Stack data-sets in section 1.4. In section 1.5 we discuss
the results of the presented methods on z-Stack datasets of lamina cribrosa of
retina in an experimental glaucomatous condition and on random cotton fibers.
We conclude this chapter in section 1.6.
1.2 Hardware Arrangement
By adding an additional z-axis control, a 2D point-scanning confocal microscope
or a laser scanning microscope can be converted into an area-scanning confocal
microscope generating a z-Stack of volume datasets at the end of each scan. Fig-
ure 5 shows the white-light confocal microscope (WLCM) available at the LSU
Eye Center with additional hardware added for real-time volume acquisition. It
should be noted that the hardware additions similar to the proposed additions
are commonly used for volume acquisition [21]. An ultra-high-precision DC-Mike
actuator M-227.25 (Physik Instrumente, Irvine, CA) is coupled with the confocal
objective lens control as shown in the figure 5. The actuator controls the object
distance o in the lens equation (1) by generating a linear motion up to 25mm for
imaging a specimen at various depths. A DC-Motor controller C-862 sends control
commands to the actuator. The DC-Motor controller is connected to a computer
through an RS232 cable.
The M-227 actuator allows a velocity up to 1000 µm/s. The WLCM can ac-
quire 30 images/sec. Thus it takes approximately 33 milliseconds to complete a
single scan. Depending on the z-axis resolution of the microscope and the required
sample distance between adjacent optical sections, the velocity of the actuator can
be adjusted to operate in a scan-mode. Multiple images can be acquired at a given
depth to compensate for additional processing at each z-axis depth. Depending on
the required z-axis interval between the optical sections, the scan-mode velocity
can be adjusted. With the DC-Motor controller and actuator control, a selective
volume-of-interest (VOI) in a specimen can be imaged at a finer z-axis interval.
Thus we can achieve a more accurate 4D representation of the specimen. We use a
monochrome frame grabber DT3155 (Data Translation, Marlboro, MA) PCI card
for image acquisition. The frame grabber allows a frame acquisition rate of 30
frames/second.
In our implementation, the users of the WLCM can specify a z-axis depth range
(DBegin → DEnd), a depth interval Dinterval and define a VOI for observation and
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Figure 5: White-light confocal microscope at LSU Eye Center, New Orleans, LA
with DC-Mike Actuator and DC-Motor Controller/Driver added for real-time z-
axis scanning and volume acquisition
analysis. Once the scan depth DEnd is reached, the DC-Motor controller adjusts
the velocity of the actuator to a reset-mode to quickly bring the focus back to
the top of the VOI at depth DBegin. Once the focus is brought back to the top
of the VOI, the actuator velocity is set to operate in scan-mode. Typically in
scan-mode, the actuator travel speed is slower to allow image acquisition at a finer
interval. Velocity of the actuator in the reset-mode is close to its maximum velocity
to quickly bring back the focus to the top of the VOI. An alternative scanning
method will be to scan the VOI both in a top-down and bottom-up fashion to
eliminate the time lost in bringing the focus back to the top of VOI at the end of
each scan. With top-down and bottom-up scanning, once a VOI is defined, the
WLCM will operate in a scan-mode alone, generating a stream of z-Stack volumes
for visualization and further analysis.
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1.3 Tracking Optical Serial Sections Using Template Match-
ing
With the hardware additions described in section 1.2, the WLCM can generate a
stream of z-Stack datasets. To track a VOI V olRef (t0, N) acquired in a reference
state of the specimen at time instant t0, we need to identify the optical sections in
the current state of the specimen, represented by the z-Stack V olSensor(t1,M) at
time instant t1, matching with the optical sections in V olRef (t0, N). Here, N is the
number of optical sections in the reference z-Stack V olRef and M is the number
of optical sections in the newly acquired z-Stack V olSensor at time t1. We keep
V olSensor size M larger than the V olRef size to account for any volume expansions.
A recently acquired z-Stack volume will be referred as a sensor z-Stack or volume,
a terminology commonly used in tracking systems. Figure 6 shows a graphical
representation of the z-Stacks.
Figure 6: WLCM z-Stacks
The volume tracking problem can be redefined as tracking the individual optical
sections in the reference z-Stack. For each optical section image IRef (i) in the
reference volume, we need to find the corresponding optical section ISensor(j) in
the sensor volume. After acquiring the reference volume at time instant t0 the
features at a z-axis depth i may have undergone one of the following changes:
1. The portion of the structure at depth i moved to a new depth j
2. All or part of the structure initially observed at depth i moved laterally by
(δx, δy) and axially to a new depth j
If the only possible changes to the specimen are the axial movement of the optical
sections, then the sensor optical sections are misaligned in the z-axis but spatially
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registered with the reference optical sections. Then an optical section IRef (i) in
the reference z-Stack V olRef (t0, N) can be tracked by determining its similarity
(or dismilarity) with all the optical sections {ISensor(j)}Mj=1 in the sensor volume
V olSensor(t1,M). The optical section in the sensor volume resulting in a highest
similarity (or lowest dissimilarity) will be chosen as the tracked optical section.
This can be repeated for all the optical sections in the reference volume to build a
z-Stack of tracked optical sections. When there are multiple best matches (with ap-
proximately same similarity or dissimilarity measures), an optical section ISensor(j)
(among the best matching optical sections) closest to IRef (i), depth wise, will be
chosen as the best match.
Figure 7: Template matching algorithm to identify the location of best match
When there is a lateral movement of structures, a direct image similarity mea-
surement may not provide an optimal match. If the volume acquisition rate is kept
sufficiently high, then any lateral structural movement can be kept to a minimum
between subsequent volume acquisitions. Therefore, a majority of the structures
in the center of the reference optical section IRef (i) can still be observed in the
corresponding optical section in the sensor volume V olSensor(t1,M) with a lateral
shift. Using a template region that contains a large portion of the optical section
image (say 80% of the size of the optical section image) from the center, we can
search for an optimal matching location in each of the optical section images in
the sensor volume V olSensor(t1,M) using a template matching algorithm [67]. The
template matching algorithm constructs several moving windows as shown in figure
7 to identify a region in a sensor optical section ISensor(j) that best matches with
the template from the reference optical section. A measure of similarity (or dis-
similarity) at the best matching location will be used as the measure of similarity
(or dissimilarity) between the optical section IRef (i) and optical section ISensor(j).
Similarly, the measure of match between a given optical section IRef (i) in the ref-
erence volume with the rest of the optical sections {ISensor(j)}Mj=1 in the sensor
volume can be computed. The optical section ISensor(j) with the highest measure
of match will be identified as the tracked optical section in the sensor volume.
As mentioned earlier, when there are multiple best matches, the matching optical
section closest to the reference optical section (in the z-axis) will be chosen as the
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corresponding optical section.
Similarity or a dissimilarity measure used in the template matching algorithm
can be chosen from Area Based Matching (ABM) methods and Feature Based
Matching (FBM) methods [68]. In the ABM methods, the correspondence between
a pair of images is estimated from their pixel intensity values. In FBM methods,
the image features are extracted for estimating the correspondence between images.
The reliability of the FBM methods depend on the a priori knowledge about the
structure and the reliability of the feature extraction algorithm. ABM methods do
not require any a priori knowledge of the structure. Hence we choose the ABM
method of matching for volume tracking. The ABM methods use a measure of
match or mismatch to estimate the degree of similarity between two images. The
following image similarity and dissimilarity measures are available.
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According to the convolution theorem [67], convolution between two functions
f(x, y) and h(x, y) of size M ×N defined as






f(m,n)h(x−m, y − n) (6)
in the spatial domain is equivalent to the product of their fourier transforms F (u, v)
and H(u, v):
f(x, y) ∗ h(x, y)⇔ F (u, v)H(u, v) (7)
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Template matching using the normalized correlation measure in equation (3) is
nothing but the convolution of the template with an optical section image in the
sensor volume. After normalizing the images and padding zeros to the template
image (the zero-padded template image size equal to the size of the sensor op-
tical section image), the template based correlation can be implemented in the
frequency domain as in equation (7). Algorithm 1 summarizes the computational
steps involved in tracking the optical sections in a reference volume.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for tracking optical sections in V olRef (t0, N)
1: procedure TrackOpticalSections(V olRef (t0, N), V olSensor(t1,M))
2: Let {IRef (i)}Ni=1 be the optical sections in V olRef (t0, N)
3: Let {ISensor(j)}Mj=1 be the optical sections in V olSensor(t1,M)
4: Initialize axialDisplacement← 0
5: Initialize V olTracked(t1, N) volume for storing the tracked optical sections
6: for i = 1 to N do
7: Initialize bestCorrMeasure to the lowest similarity or highest dissimi-
larity measure possible
8: Initialize bestMatchDepth← i
9: for j = i+ axialDisplacement to M do
10: tempCorrMeasure ← Similarity / dissimilarity measure between
optical sections IRef (i) and ISensor(j) computed using template matching
11: if tempCorrMeasure better than bestCorrMeasure then
12: Store bestCorrMeasure← tempCorrMeasure
13: Store bestMatchingDepth← j
14: end if
15: if bestCorrMeasure = Maximum correspondence measure then
16: Exit the inner for-loop
17: end if
18: end for




1.3.1 Optical Section Dimension Reduction Using Wavelet Multi-resolution
Analysis
The number of moving windows in the spatial domain can be significantly reduced
by decreasing the dimension of the optical sections for tracking purpose. Among
other transforms, multi-resolution analysis using wavelets is one of the most pop-
ular approaches [67]. Wavelet series expansion uses a set of scaling functions
Φ = {ϕi} and wavelet functions Ψ = {ψj} that form an orthogonal complement




where, ⊕ represents the orthogonal complement.
The choice and construction of the scaling and wavelets functions are discussed
here [24, 23]. Using the wavelet decomposition, the signal f(x) can be expressed
as the sum of the scaling functions and wavelet functions. The scaling function
coefficients in the expansion of a signal are referred to as scaling or approximation
coefficients and the wavelet functions coefficients are referred to as wavelet or
detail coefficients. Assuming that the scaling and wavelets are orthonormal basis








Here, 〈f(x), ϕi〉 gives the scaling or approximation coefficients and 〈f(x), ψi〉 gives
the wavelet or details coefficients. The scaling functions are constructed by integer
translation and scaling of a real, square-integrable function ϕ(x) as follows.
ϕj,k(x) = 2
j/2ϕ(2jx− k) (9)
where, k translates ϕ to cover the entire length of the signal f(x) and j scales ϕ




The factor 2j/2 normalizes the scaling (ϕ) and wavelet (ψ) functions. The input
parameter 2jx to the functions ϕ and ψ controls the width of the functions ϕ and
ψ. It can be observed that j determines the number of scaling and wavelet func-
tions required to expand the signal f(x).
The discrete wavelet expansion of a 1D discrete signal f = (f1, f2, f3, . . . fN) of









〈W ilevel, f〉 ·W ilevel (11)
Here, V iL represents the i
th scaling function and W iL represents the i
th wavelet func-
tion at level L. The Haar wavelet transform uses a support of two integer positions.
Therefore, the wavelet coefficients may miss the high frequency changes in the sig-
nal at the locations of transition from even to odd integer indices. The Daubechies
wavelet uses an overlapping windows like many other wavelet transforms. The
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scaling and wavelet coefficients of the Daubechies wavelets are as follows.
Scaling coefficients V1 =

h1 h2 h3 h4 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
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Wavelet coefficients W1 =

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, g1 = h4, g2 = −h3, g3 =
h2 and g4 = −h1
The scaling and wavelet coefficients for wavelet analysis of 2D functions such
as images can be obtained using the following 2D scaling and wavelet functions.
2D scaling function ϕ(x, y) = ϕ(x)ϕ(y)
2D horizontal wavelet function ψH(x, y) = ψ(x)ϕ(y)
2D vertical wavelet function ψV (x, y) = ϕ(x)ψ(y)
2D diagonal wavelet function ψD(x, y) = ψ(x)ψ(y)
We will use Daubechies wavelet transform to reduce the dimension of the optical
section images. Note that the approximation coefficients are the scaled down
version of the original signal. After L-level wavelet decomposition as in equation
(11), the approximate coefficients 〈V iL, f〉 are of size X/2L × Y/2L, where X × Y
being the size of the original image. The dimension of the original image is reduced
by a factor of 2L × 2L by using only the approximation coefficients at the level L.
Care should be taken not to compromise the tracking accuracy of the template
matching algorithm while reducing the dimension of the optical sections.
1.4 Software Architecture for Real-time Tracking of Optical
Sections
A DC-Mike actuator M-227.25 attached to the confocal objective can be controlled
using a set of vendor supplied control routines from a computer connected to
the DC-Motor controller C-862. The frame grabber PCI card DT3155 is added
to the computer controlling the confocal objective. In the processor controlling
the confocal objective and acquiring confocal volumes, other processing should
be kept to minimum to achieve realtime control and volume acquisition. The
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Figure 8: Overall system architecture for real-time tracking of optical sections
acquired volumes may have hundreds of optical sections and therefore tracking
individual optical sections requires tremendous computing power. Each of the
optical sections in a reference volume can be tracked independently. The task
of tracking optical sections can be distributed to various processors in a cluster-
computing environment. It should be noted that a prior knowledge about the
overall z-axis displacement may help the tracking algorithm to converge faster as
described in section 1.3.
1.4.1 Building Blocks of a Multithreaded Realtime Optical Section Track-
ing System
Figure 8 shows the overall system architecture for real-time tracking in a cluster-
computing environment. Preemptive multi-tasking support in the Operating Sys-
tem (OS) allows efficient, multiple threads of execution commonly referred to as
threads [25]. The OS uses various scheduling techniques to allocate processor time
for each of the active threads. Besides a thread’s regular waiting time planned by
the scheduling algorithm, the thread is put to sleep or its processor time is given to
another waiting thread when there is a blocking operation. For example, during a
data read operation from a disk or through a network connection, the thread will
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be inactive and therefore its processor time can be reallocated to other threads
running in the system. When multiple threads need access to the same datasets,
an effective data sharing mechanism must be adopted to ensure data integrity.
Figure 9: Multithreaded server design for confocal control and image acquisition
In a preemptive multitasking OS such as Windows (95 and above) and Unix,
data sharing objects such as critical sections, mutex, semaphores and event objects
are available. These objects allow controlled read and write access to the datasets.
Available data communication components include sockets, mailslots and named
and unnamed pipes. Sockets are software abstraction to allow bi-directional com-
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munication between processes. Socket communication can be broadly classified as
stream and datagram modes of communication. The stream mode of socket com-
munication allows reliable data transfer between processes. The datagram mode
of communication does not guarantee a reliable communication. Pipes use sockets
in stream mode for exchanging large datasets between processes. Mailslots are
light-weight communication components that are used for exchanging short mes-
sages between threads. In our multi-threaded system design, we use the following
components.
1. Sockets operating in stream mode for reliable data transfer in cluster envi-
ronment,
2. Pipes for streaming the z-Stack datasets to a cluster-facility for tracking,
3. Mailslots for message exchange between threads and
4. Critical sections for data sharing among multiple threads.
In the overall system architecture shown in figure 8, the processor controlling the
confocal and building the z-Stack will be referred to as server. The processor that
coordinates the tracking in the cluster-computing environment will be referred to
as master client and the processors in the cluster which share the task of tracking
optical sections will be referred to as servant clients.
The reference z-Stack volume and the sensor z-Stack volumes that the mas-
ter client in the cluster receives, should be broadcasted to all the workstations
in the cluster. A z-Stack volume of dimension 640 × 480 × 100 is approximately
30MB and an efficient broadcast mechanism must be used for realtime tracking.
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the standard way of communication between
the workstations in a cluster [26]. The current MPI standards for the collective
communication operations such as broadcasting (MPI BCAST) use point-to-point
unicast mode of communication [27]. Significant communication performance im-
provement is possible by avoiding the point-to-point communication for collective
communications in the cluster. The broadcast and multicast mode of communi-
cations allow broadcasting a packet to multiple workstations in a networked envi-
ronment. In broadcast mode, a data packet is received by all the computers. A
multicast group is created prior to using a multicast mode of communication. Only
the workstations interested in receiving the group messages, will join the multicast
group. It does not require a membership to send data to a multicast group. At the
end of communication, a workstation can leave the multicast group. Multicast uses
class D IP addresses in the range 224.0.0.0 through 239.255.255.255. A multicast
packet sent to a multicast group with Time-To-Live (TTL) as 1 restricts the data
to be broadcasted only to the local network. When multicast routers are available,
a multicast data packet with TTL greater than 1, will be delivered across networks
[30].
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Figure 10: State transition diagram of the dual-buffer operation
Multicast is built over a connectionless mode of communication called Universal
Datagram Protocol (UDP). UDP does not guarantee the delivery of a data packet
and is a major drawback of the multicast for group communications in cluster
computing. Application level protocols are common in UDP communication mode
to ensure reliability. Several methods have been proposed for a reliable multicast
communication using application level protocols for use in MPI environment [27,
28, 29]. The reliable multicast protocols maintain a list of all the hosts (ACK
or NAK protocols) or a group representative (Ring-based protocol) or a list of
representative workstations (Tree-based protocol) to acknowledge the receipt of a
data packet or to report a missing packet. In the traditional ACK based protocol,
the receivers or the workstations send an ‘ACK’ packet to the sender for every
multicast packet received. At the sender, a multicast packet will be removed from
the buffer only after receiving ACKs from all the receivers in the group. This
requires huge buffer capacity. In this work, we use a variant of the ACK based
protocol to ensure multicast reliability. The sender (Master client) keeps a list of
all the available receivers (Servant clients) in the group. After sending a multicast
packet to the group, the sender requests an acknowledgement (ACK) from all
the workstations. The workstations that did not receive the multicast packet,
request a retransmission and the sender resends the packet only to the requesting
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Figure 11: Servant-client architecture for tracking optical sections
workstation through a reliable (stream) mode of communication.
1.4.1 Server Architecture
Figure 9 shows a multithreaded system design of the server for confocal z-axis con-
trol, image acquisition and streaming of the acquired z-Stack datasets to a cluster
facility for tracking. The ‘scanVolume’ thread controls the velocity of the actuator
control for the WLCM, resets the z-axis position of the confocal objective to the
beginning of the volume-of-interest (defined by the user) for subsequent scanning
and acquires the optical section images. The acquired optical section images are
stored in a reference-buffer or in a dual-buffer. The reference-buffer is used to
store a reference volume for tracking. The real-time tracking of a reference volume
is theoretically an indefinite process and the ‘scanVolume’ thread will generate a
stream of sensor volumes. A recently generated sensor volume is stored in one
of the buffers in the dual-buffer. At the end of the current sensor volume, the
‘scanVolume’ thread switches to an available buffer in the dual-buffer for building
a new sensor volume. The ‘realtimeStream’ thread is a normal priority thread
that sends the reference volume and continuously streams the sensor volumes, as
they are acquired, to a cluster facility (master client) for tracking. The dual-buffer
facilitates parallel operations of volume acquisition and streaming. Critical sec-
tions are used to ensure the integrity of the dual-buffer data. Figure 10 shows the
finite-state model [31] of the dual-buffer operations. The state transitions indicate
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the status of the primary and secondary buffers in the dual-buffer during track-
ing. The state transitions due to the ‘scanVolume’ and ‘realtimeStream’ threads
are shown separately for clarity. The ‘realtimeStream’ thread uses named-pipe to
stream the sensor volumes to the cluster facility. Mailslots are used to synchronize
the parallel threads of execution.
1.4.2 Master-Client Architecture
Figure 12 shows a multithreaded architecture of the master-client that receives
the sensor volumes, coordinates the tracking algorithm in the cluster facility and
renders the tracked 3D volumes for visualization. The master-client uses a similar
set of threads of execution as in the server architecture for building the reference
and sensor volumes and broadcasting them to the servant-clients in the cluster
facility for tracking. The ‘scanVolume’ thread receives the streamed reference and
sensor volumes from the server connected to the confocal microscope. The ‘real-
timeStream’ thread broadcasts the confocal volume datasets to the servant-clients
through a multicast group.
We use a reliable ACK-based multicast broadcast with stream mode of unicast
connections for receiving ACK (or resend request) from the servant-clients in the
cluster as explained in section 1.4.1. A standard stream (TCP) mode of unicast
connection blocks the thread of execution on data read/write and further there
will be 10’s and may be 100’s of processors in the cluster. It will be wasteful of
the system resources to span individual threads or groups of threads to block at
the data read/write steps. We use an I/O communication port for asynchronous
data exchange in the unicast communication mode for reliable multicast. Also the
master-client uses the unicast stream communication channel to assign a set of
reference optical sections to each of the servant-clients for tracking .
The servant-clients post the tracking results into the ‘msTrkResult’ mailslot
available in the master client. The ‘realtimeTracking’ thread builds a z-Stack
of tracked optical sections and sends the tracked volume to a real-time volume
visualization facility. VolumePro 1000 (TeraRecon, Inc., Concord, MA) provides
high quality, real-time rendering capability for PCs. VolumePro uses ray-casting
algorithm and a nearest neighbor or a trilinear interpolation algorithm for volume
rendering. The highly parallel architectural design of the VolumePro enables real-
time visualization of 4D datasets [32, 33].
1.4.3 Servant-Client Architecture
Figure 11 shows the architecture of the servant-client. Each servant-client joins
the multicast group to receive the reference and sensor volumes for tracking. The
servant-clients use a stream mode of communication to receive the assigned opti-
cal sections for tracking, sending multicast data acknowledgements, sending data
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Figure 12: Multithreaded architecture of the master-client for receiving the sensor
confocal volumes and coordinating the tracking in a cluster facility
resend requests and receiving private retransmissions of the reference / sensor vol-
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umes. It uses a reference-buffer to store the reference volume and a tracking-buffer
to store the sensor volumes. The total tracking time per volume depends on the
number of servant-clients available for processing. The servant-client architecture
does not require high-end processors. An approximate real-time tracking can be
achieved using a few servant-clients. Therefore each servant-client receives subse-
quent sensor volumes without much delay and does not necessarily require a dual-
buffer for parallel volume reception and tracking. To the contrary, a dual-buffer
may deter the performance of a servant-client. The servant-client, upon completing
the tracking of the optical sections, post the results to the ‘msTrkResult’ mailslot
available in the master-client.
1.5 Results
A DC-Mike actuator control (as described in section 1.2) was added to the WLCM
at the LIONS Research Laboratories, New Orleans, LA as shown in figure 5 for
z-axis control. The DC-Motor controller was calibrated from the actuator design
parameters (2048 encoder counts per micron of linear motion). The tracking al-
gorithm with Daubechies wavelet based dimension reduction (section 1.3) and the
software architectures for confocal control, confocal volume streaming and cluster
architectures (section 1.4) were implemented in Visual C++ 6.0. Visualization
Toolkit (VTK) [34] opensource libraries were used for visualizing the optical sec-
tions. For volume visualization, the VolumePro 1000 libraries (VLI) with VTK
were used. A small cluster of computers with the following specifications was
setup at the LIONS Research Laboratories.
1. Server-Confocal control : Pentium III Dual Xeon Processor, 1GB RAM,
10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet PCI adapter card,
2. Master-client (cluster): Pentium III Dual Xeon Processor, 1GB RAM, Vol-
umePro 1000 with 2GB onboard video memory, 10/100/1000 Gigabit Eth-
ernet PCI adapter card and
3. Servant-client (4 Numbers): Intel Pentium 4, 1GB RAM, 10/100/1000 Gi-
gabit Ethernet PCI adapter card.
The workstations in the cluster facility were connected through a gigabit ethernet
switch.
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Table 1: Lamina cribrosa optical section images at 12mmHg tracked using the template matching algorithm presented in
section 1.3 after increasing the chamber pressure to 24mmHg and 60mmHg




12 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
24 Visual1 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
NProd2 40 40 60 100 100 100 120 140 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 15.79 18.30
Corr3 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 100 38.80
FFT4 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 100 17.00
L1
5 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 260 260 280 300 320 340 360 94.74 20.70
L2
6 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 260 260 280 300 320 340 360 94.74 19.00
60 Visual1 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450 470
NProd2 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 5.26 19.95
Corr3 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 390 470 470 470 470 78.95 43.245
FFT4 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 290 310 330 350 370 390 470 470 470 470 78.95 16.41
L1
5 150 150 150 170 190 230 250 270 290 310 310 410 370 410 430 450 470 470 470 26.32 22.45
L2
6 110 150 150 170 190 230 250 270 290 310 310 410 370 410 430 450 470 470 470 31.58 24.53
1 Visual Matching
2 Normalized Innerproduct
3 Normalized Correlation Measure




The posterior segment of fresh cow eyes, cut equatorially, is positioned in a
custom-built pressure chamber. The pressure in the chamber is monitored using
a 12-bit A/D board connected to a pressure transducer. The confocal objective is
focussed on to a reference laminar layer (0 microns). Initially the chamber pressure
is set to 12 mmHg. Images of the lamina cribrosa were acquired at a regular 20
microns interval for a total depth of 360 microns. Laminar images were acquired
after adjusting the chamber pressure to a steady state levels of 24 mmHg and 60
mmHg [17, 18].
Figure 13: Correlation surface using normalized correlation measure and FFT
based correlation measure
In order to validate the tracking performance of the similarity and dissimilarity
measures in the ABM method, a trained technician visually matched every image
at 12 mmHg with the images at 24 mmHg and 60 mmHg. Table 1 shows the track-
ing performance of the area based measures in the template matching framework.
The FFT based correlation and normalized correlation measures result in a high
overall matching rate of 89.5% and were invariant to any illumination changes.
The optical section images at 12 mmHg matched with the images at 24 mmHg
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at the same depth, indicating minimal or no laminar deformation. The optical
section image acquired at 0 micron (reference layer) at 12 mmHg matched with
the image acquired at 110 microns at 60 mmHg, indicating a 110 microns z-axis
displacement. The subsequent images at 20 microns interval from 0 micron at 12
mmHg and 110 microns at 60 mmHg matched respectively until a depth of 280
microns at 12 mmHg was reached.
The FFT based template matching (using correlation measure) resulted in a
slightly different correlation surface than the normalized correlation measure as
shown in figure 13; however, the location of best match remained the same in both
the methods. The tracking performance of the FFT and normalized correlation
measures remained the same using the 3rd level Daubechies scaling coefficients.
Level-3 Daubechies wavelet expansion was found to be optimal to reduce the di-





the tracking accuracy. Experiments were conducted on random cotton fibers and
provided similar tracking results.
The multicast implementation for collective communication in the cluster for
broadcasting the z-Stack datasets proved advantageous. On several experimental
trials, only 10 to 20 optical sections were retransmitted while broadcasting ∼10,000
optical sections to the workstations in the multicast group in the cluster. The clus-
ter used in the study used only 4 workstations and the number of retransmissions
is expected to increase with the increase in the number of workstations in the
cluster. Figure 14 shows the volume of a random cotton fiber rendered using the
VolumePro1000 board.
1.6 Conclusion
We have designed and developed a hardware and software architecture that can
convert a Confocal Microscope (2D) into a 4D-Confocal Microscope with the abil-
ity to track a reference volume-of-interest in a microscopic specimen. The ABM
measures of FFT and normalized correlation measures in the template match-
ing framework were found to be suitable for tracking the optical section images.
The Level-3 Daubechies Wavelet expansion provides a significant reduction in the
dimension of the optical section images and an increase in the tracking speed with-
out compromising the tracking accuracy. Use of multicast communication mode
for broadcasting confocal volume datasets to the workstations in the cluster fa-
cility improves the communication performance in a cluster setup. The software
architectures allow computationally intensive tracking and similar processing such
as finite element analysis to be delegated to a cluster-computing facility. The
real-time tracking and visualization architecture developed has potential use as a
surgical guidance tool. The 4D-Confocal with tracking facility can be used for: 1)
routine laboratory and clinical observation of cellular structures of tissues such as
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Figure 14: Volume of a random cotton fiber constructed from optical sections using
ray tracing
cornea or skin, in vivo, including the precise location of sites of pathology within
the tissue volume 2) in vitro confocal study of the cellular organization of tissues
with the use of various markers for the visualization of the localization of cell or-
ganelles or proteins and 3) evaluation of complex materials such as determining the
composition of paper with different fiber types. The architectures can be extended
to other imaging modalities such as PET, CT, etc., that build 3D volume datasets
from optical section images.
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Chapter 2. Adaptive Noise Filtering and
Restoration of White-light Confocal Microscope
Images
2.1 Introduction
The size of the pinholes plays an important role in determining the lateral (x-y)
and axial (z-axis) resolution of the optical section images acquired using a confocal
micrscope. The light from the out-of-focus planes cannot be completely blocked
due to the limitation on the size of the pinholes. The aberrant light rays from
the adjacent points on the focal plane and from the out-of-focus planes affect the
contrast of the image observed in the image plane. A larger pinhole size permits
the light from the points in the focal plane adjacent to the point of interest to reach
the image plane. Also, a really small pinhole size will significantly reduce the light
throughput of the scanning system thereby requiring a very powerful light source
to achieve a good quality image.
A white-light confocal microscope (WLCM) allows imaging tissues in vivo.
The use of a white-light source reduces the speckle noise in the observed images
mainly due to the interaction of various wavelengths present in the white light.
The characteristics of the WLCM, especially for accounting the light from adjacent
and out-of-focus planes, can be described using an impulse response of the imaging
device. Assuming that the impulse response h at an imaging point of the WLCM
is spatially invariant, an image acquired at the image plane can be represented as
g = h ∗ f (12)
where, g is the image observed at the image plane, f is the true object image at
the object plane, ∗ is the convolution operator and h is the impulse response of the
WLCM. If the pinhole sizes are optimal, then the impulse response will resemble
a dirac delta function. However due to non-ideal lens and pinhole size, each image
point (pixel) will receive photic contributions from adjacent pixel positions and
from out-of-focus planes. Therefore, the observed image in equation (12) is usually
blurred. A non-ideal impulse response of a confocal microscope is usually referred
to as a smearing or point spread function [35]. With random additive noise n
introduced by the imaging system, the imaging model in equation (12) becomes
g = f ∗ h+ n (13)
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Image restoration algorithms estimate the original image f from the observed
image g with the knowledge of the impulse response h of the imaging instrument
[67, 37, 36]. It should be noted that the image restoration algorithms, as opposed to
image enhancement algorithms, do not aim to improve the visual score of a human
visual system, but rather attempt to compensate or remove the error introduced
due to non-ideal impulse response [67]. The image restoration algorithms can be
broadly classified as:
1. Direct methods,
2. Iterative methods and
3. Blind restoration methods.
Since image restoration is reverse of the blurring or convolution process, the image
restoration algorithms are commonly referred to as image deconvolution or image
deblurring algorithms [67].
The direct and iterative methods derive an estimate f̂ of the original image
f using the knowledge of the impulse response h of the system and the image
acquired at the image plane g [38]. Blind deconvolution algorithms attempts to
derive an estimate of the impulse response ĥ and the original image f̂ [39]. The
direct methods compute an estimate of the original image using direct matrix com-
putations in the frequency domain [40]. These include inverse restoration method,
least squares method and Wiener filters [37, 67]. The direct methods are faster
but the solution computed is sensitive to the noise present in the acquired image
g and are usually ill-conditioned. Iterative regularization techniques incorporate
the knowledge about the imaging system noise and / or the true solution f as
constraints in deriving a physically acceptable solution; an example of a physi-
cally unacceptable solution include negative pixel intensities in the restored image.
A regularization technique minimizes a stabilizing functional ‖cf̂‖ subject to a
bounding error ‖g −Hf̂‖ ≤ ε, where c is a regularization operator. The challenge
with regularization method lies in choosing an appropriate stabilizing functional /
regularization operator c to yield a better estimate of the original image. The pro-
jection onto convex sets (POCS) method defines a closed convex set of constraints
{Ci}mi=1 to be obeyed while restoring the images. If Pi denote the projection onto
the ith constraint then the iteration
f̂k = (P1, P2, . . . , Pm)
kf̂0
will find a solution or a point f̂k satisfying all the constraints. However the perfor-
mance of the constrained optimization techniques depend on the constraints used
for the restoration. An object oriented based MatLab toolbox is available for
iterative restoration of images [41].
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Assuming that the noise in the observed image g is insignificant and can be
ignored, the image model in equation (12) in the frequency domain becomes
G = HF (14)
where, G, F and H represents the frequency domain representations of the ob-
served image g, original image f and the impulse response h of the imaging system
respectively. H is most commonly referred to as the Optical Transfer Function
(OTF) of the microscope. Using a simple inverse restoration operation, the origi-
nal image can be restored as
F̂ = H−1G (15)
It can be observed that the confidence on the restored image relies heavily on the
OTF. If the OTF matrix H is singular i.e. at least one of the eigenvalues of H is
zero, then the inverse filter solution does not exist and the problem is ill-posed.
Also, a near singular H makes the restoration ill-conditioned. Even a small per-
turbation to the image model in equation (14) with an additive noise will make
the inverse deconvolution unstable.
The performance of the image restoration algorithms, more specifically that of
the inverse restoration algorithm, can be improved by pre-filtering the image noise
[42]. If multiple WLCM images of a specimen at the same z-axis depth are ac-
quired at the same instant, then the images typically will represent the same scene.
The only variations among the images in the ensemble per z-axis depth at a given
instant will be due to the random noise introduced by the system. In this chapter,
we present a novel adaptive noise filtering algorithm using Karhunen-Loève (KL)
expansion for use in confocal microscopes. We use the KL transform to decorrelate
an ensemble of WLCM images acquired per z-axis position to filter the random
variations in the pixel intensities due to the scanning system and additive noise.
Deconvolution is a deblurring process and the restored images typically exhibit
sharp edges with an overall increase in the high frequency contents of the image.
Therefore we use a gradient based contrast metric to measure the quality of the
restored images. We will compare the performance of the proposed adaptive KL
filter with that of a median filter.
Iterative deconvolution algorithms derive an estimate of f from g in iterative
steps. A usual stopping criteria for an iterative deconvolution is an error functional
of the form min‖f̂k+1 − f̂k‖ where, f̂k is the estimate of the original image at the
kth iteration. We observed that the images restored using iterative deconvolution
algorithms such as Lucy-Richardson restoration algorithm, exhibit prominent os-
cillations at higher number of iterations around the edges and at pixel locations
with sharp intensity transitions. These spurious oscillations around the edges are
known as ringing artifacts. Thus an error functional based on a difference mea-
sure cannot accurately represent the amount of ringing introduced in the images
during restoration. These ringing artifacts can be easily identified by a human
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visual response system. Hence there is a need to incorporate an image quality
metric, specifically a ringing metric in place of an error functional to identify an
appropriate stopping criteria for an iterative deconvolution algorithm.
The objective quality metrics such as peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
mean squared error (MSE) metrics do not correlate with the quality assessed by
a human visual system [51]. The assigned image quality metric should confirm
with the human visual system to quantify the amount of ringing introduced dur-
ing restoration. Hence assigning an objective image quality metric is a very
difficult problem [52]. Image quality assessment can be broadly classified as no-
reference methods and full-reference methods. The full-reference methods com-
pute a quality metric of a given image using a reference or undistorted-original
image. No-reference methods do not require a reference image in assigning a
quality metric. Recently several image quality metrics have been proposed to
measure the blur and blocking artifacts introduced by image/video compression
algorithms [53, 54, 55, 56]. A frequency based ringing metric will have difficulties
in differentiating the ringing artifacts from the image features. Spatial analysis
techniques as in [54] require extensive row-by-row processing and are not suitable
for real-time image quality measurement. We have developed a novel ringing met-
ric using simple binary morphological operations to measure the amount of ringing
artifacts present in an image.
Section 2.2 contains a brief overview of the KL expansion. In section 2.3 we
present the adaptive noise filtering and inverse restoration algorithm using KL
expansion. In section 2.4 we describe a sobel operator based contrast measure
for evaluating the performance of the WLCM image restoration. We present our
ringing metric for use with iterative deconvolution algorithm in section 2.5. In
section 2.6 we present and discuss the results of 1) WLCM image restoration using
adaptive KL noise prefiltering and inverse restoration algorithm and compare the
results with median prefiltering algorithm and 2) the performance of the ringing
metric in estimating the ringing artifacts introduced in the WLCM images re-
stored using Lucy-Richardson deconvolution algorithm. We conclude this chapter
in section 2.7.
2.2 Karhunen-Loève Expansion
Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion uses an optimal set of orthogonal basis vectors
that span an entire ensemble of signal [45]. It is also referred as Proper Orthogo-
nal Decomposition (POD), Hotelling Transform and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [44]. KL expansion decorrelates a given ensemble of signal by discovering an
orthogonal basis set that is optimal for the signal under consideration as opposed
to analyzing the signal using an off-the-shelf wavelet basis or Fourier transform.
It has been used for characterizing an ensemble of human faces with few optimal
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image basis called eigen-pictures thereby reducing the number of coefficients in the
KL expansion for each image [46].
Using KL expansion, a continuous second-order process x ∈ RM×N with a




with E(αi, αj) =
√
λiδij and 〈φi, φj〉 = δij. Here E is the expectation, {λi} are the
eigenvalues and {φi} are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix R of {xi}. In
discrete case,
RΦ = ΛΦ (17)
The existence of Λ = {λi} and Φ = {φi} in equation (17) is guaranteed by the
Mercer’s theorem [47] analogous to the spectral decomposition of symmetric ma-
trices [48]. For a given ensemble {xi}Li=1, KL expansion guarantees the best k-term
orthogonal expansion among all the orthogonal transforms [49]. The eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix R forms an optimal orthogonal basis for the ensemble
{xi}Li=1. The orthogonal basis vector φi corresponding to the largest eigenvalue,
is in the principal direction of the ensemble {xi}Li=1. When the elements in the
ensemble {xi}Li=1 are correlated, for example the ensemble formed using multiple
snapshots of images of a given scene, the principal basis vector alone can effectively
represent the entire ensemble with the least expansion error when compared to the
other available orthogonal expansions. This property is desirable in pattern recog-
nition applications. The energy retained during a k-term expansion is given in




The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of R can be computed using a direct computa-
tion or using a reduced computation technique called the method of snapshots [50].
Let, {xi}Li=1 be the expectation-centered ensemble set, where xi ∈ RM×N and
E(x) = 0. Let, each of the column formatted ensemble element xi form the i
th
column of the ensemble matrix X. For example, given an ensemble {xi}Li=1 of gray
scale images of size 256 × 256, each of the column formatted images xi ∈ I65536×1
will form the ith column of the ensemble matrix X ∈ I65536×L. Here, I represents
the space of gray scale image vectors and L is the number of elements in the
ensemble. Now, the ensemble covariance matrix R = XXT , where R ∈ RMN×MN .
2.2.1 Direct Method to Compute the Optimal Basis
The eigenvectors {φi}MNi=1 of the ensemble covariance R in equation (17) that form
the orthogonal basis for the ensemble can be derived using a singular value decom-
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position (SVD) of the ensemble matrix X as follows.
X = UΛV (19)
CovarianceR = XXT
= UΛV V T ΛUT
= UΛ2UT (20)
The covariance XXT is a symmetric matrix and therefore an eigendecomposition
as in equation (20) exists. The left singular matrix U forms the basis of the column
space of the ensemble matrix X as in equation (19) and therefore the ensemble
elements {xi}Li=1 which form the column space of X have an expansion in U .
Solving the eigenvalue problem in equation (20) requires solving an MN ×MN
system. In the above example of gray scale image ensemble, this would require
solving a 65536 × 65536 system. Although computational resources are available
for solving such a massive eigenvalue problem, it is unnecessary for the problem
under consideration.
2.2.2 Method of Snapshot
The dimension of the optimal orthogonal basis needed to describe the ensemble is
L, where L is the ensemble size. The ensemble matrix X is singular and does not
require a full dimension to describe the ensemble elements. Thus a reduction in
the basis computation can be achieved using a reduced SVD approach as follows.
XTX = V T ΛUTUΛV
= V T Λ2V (21)
The right singular vectors V and the eigenvalues Λ2 can be computed from equation
(21). This requires solving a L × L system. Further, the left singular vectors U
can be computed from equation (19) using X, V and Λ. The left singular vectors
U span the column space of the ensemble matrix X and thus form the basis of the
ensemble {xi}Li=1. The reduced SVD approach for determining an optimal ensemble
basis [45] provides a significant reduction in computation, when LMN .
2.3 Adaptive Noise Filtering and Restoration of WLCM Im-
ages
The WLCM optical section images are digitized using a frame grabber (DT 3155)
PCI card that allows a maximum frame acquisition rate of 30 frames per second.
As mentioned in chapter 1, the frame acquisition rate will be limited by the scan-
ning rate of the confocal microscope. To adaptively filter noises in the acquired
images, we propose to use 3 frames of images acquired per z-axis position. Each of
the images is converted to a column formatted image Xi ∈ IMN×1. An ensemble
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matrix X ∈ IMN×3 is constructed using the column-formatted images. The vector
space IMN×1 represent the space of grayscale WLCM images. From the KL expan-
sion using the method of snapshot, the dimension of the ensemble space can be
reduced to three. An optimal basis for this ensemble matrix X can be obtained
by computing the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix XXT ∈ R3×3 and the left
singular matrix U ∈ RMN×3 of X as described in section 2.2.2. Now the column





Since the ensemble matrix is formed using the images of the same scene, we
found that only the first principal left singular vector of X, denoted Umax, is
sufficient to retain more than 90% of the energy. Note that the bases {U1, U2, U3}
are arranged in the order of their contribution in the ensemble space. The first
principal component U1 points in the direction of the maximal ensemble variance
and therefore typically represents the features present in the image ensemble. The
second and third principal components are available to depict the differences be-
tween the three images in the ensemble and contain less than 10% of the total
ensemble energy. Since the ensemble was formed using the images of the specimen
at the same z-axis depth, the coefficients of the second and third principal com-
ponents can be dropped to eliminate the variations observed between the images
in the ensemble. These coefficients typically represent the noise and random pixel
variations due to the scan lines introduced by the Nipkow scanning disk. Thus any
image from the ensemble reconstructed using only the first principal component
will be a noise filtered image of the specimen at the given z-axis depth given by
XFiltered = 〈Xi, U1〉U1 (23)
where, Xi in equation (23) can be any image from the ensemble. Now the filtered
image can be restored using the inverse restoration algorithm. Algorithm 2 in page
35 summarizes the automatic noise filtering and the restoration steps.
2.4 Performance Evaluation of the Restored Images Using
a Contrast Measure
If the impulse response of the WLCM were ideal, h(x, y) = δ(x, y). However a
non-ideal lens and pinhole dimension results in a point spread function (PSF) that
acts as a low pass filter resulting in a blurred image. Image restoration process
restores an image using a prior knowledge about the PSF of the imaging device.
The blur in the restored images is expected to decrease and cause an eventual
increase in the high frequency details in the image. Autofocusing in widefield
microscopy requires a similar focus measure to identify an optimal focusing point
with less blur [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. The common choices to measure the blur in the
images are:
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for adaptive KL prefiltering and inverse restoration
1: procedure KL Prefilter-Inverse Restoration
2: Acquire image ensemble {xi}3i=1 at a given z-axis position
3: Form column-formatted image matrices {Xi}3i=1 and ensemble matrix X
4: Compute the covariance matrix R = XXT
5: Compute the optimal ensemble basis {Ui}3i=1 using a reduced SVD as in
section 2.2.2.
6: Filter the noise and random components in the image ensemble by dropping
the second and third principal components. Determine the noise filtered image
as in equation (23).
7: Using the optical transfer function H and the noise prefiltered image
XFiltered, restore image as XRestored = H
−1XFiltered where, X represents the
FFT of X.





1. Image pixel intensity variance
2. l1 norm of the image gradient ∇I (first derivative)
3. l2 norm of the image gradient ∇I (first derivative)
4. l1 norm of the image Laplacian ∇2I (second derivative)
5. l2 norm of the image Laplacian ∇2I (second derivative)
We use an image contrast measure of l2 norm of the image gradient to estimate
the significance of the adaptive KL filter presented in section 2.3 especially for





















where the Gx and Gy are computed by convolving the image I with the sobel
operator kernels
Sx =
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respectively. Using the image gradient in equation (24), contrast of an image


















2.5 A Ringing Metric for Use with Iterative Deconvolution
Algorithms
We attempted to quantify the amount of deblurring achieved in each iterative step
using the contrast measure defined in equation (25) in an iterative algorithm such
as Lucy-Richardson (LR) algorithm [67] defined as
ˆfk+1(x, y) = f̂k(x, y)
(
h(−x,−y) ∗ g(x, y)
h(x, y) ∗ f̂k(x, y)
)
(26)
We observed that the contrast measure indicated an increasing trend during LR
iterative restoration steps. We expected the contrast measure to converge to a
maximum contrast value. But the contrast measure was exponentially increasing
at each iterative step. Upon careful evaluation of the restored images at various
iterative steps, we found that the LR restoration introduced oscillations around
edges and at pixel locations with sharp intensity transition at higher number of it-
erations. The oscillations artifacts are commonly referred to as ringing. Figure 15
shows the contrast plot of an image of a random cotton fibers at various iterative
steps of LR restoration algorithm.
The ringing artifacts arise primarily due to the inverse of the PSF involved
during restoration. The PSF h in the imaging model g = h ∗ f integrates pixel
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(a) Original image (b) Iteration # 10
(c) Contrast plot
Figure 15: Images of random cotton fibers restored using Lucy-Richardson restora-
tion algorithm; contrast measure increases exponentially due to ringing artifacts
intensities from adjacent locations to cause blurring in the acquired image g. The
restoration process computes pixel gradients using the inverse of the optical trans-
fer function. Therefore, the locations in the image with sharp intensity transition
exhibit pixel intensity overshoot (extreme positive values) or undershoot (extreme
negative values) [37]. The ringing artifacts appear as oscillations around the edges
or locations with sharp intensity transitions. This led us to develop a ringing met-
ric to quantify the amount of ringing introduced during iterative steps to assist
identifying a terminal point of an iterative restoration algorithm.
The proposed ringing metric uses the edge profiles of the observed image g and
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the edge profiles of the images restored f̂k to isolate the ringing artifacts introduced
during restoration. The area surrounding the edge profiles of the original image
are the regions to be observed for ringing artifacts. The edge profile Eref (g) of
the original image g can be extracted using canny edge detector [67]. From the
edge profile Eref (g), the ringing region around the edges can be defined by dilating
Eref (g) with a (r× r) structuring element (SE), where r is the approximate width
in number of pixels from an edge to cover the ringing artifacts. The dilation
operation is defined as follows.
ERingRegion(g) = Eref (g)⊕ SE
= (Ecref (g)	 S̆E)c (27)
where, ⊕ is the binary dilation and 	 is the binary erosion defined as
Eref (g)	 SE = {x : SEx ⊂ Eref}
Ecref (g) is the binary complement of Eref (g), SE is the structuring element, S̆E is
the rotation of the structural element by 180◦ and SEx is the translation of SE
by x [62]. At the end of each iterative step, the edge profile E(f̂k) of the restored
image f̂k can be determined. Now the edges and any ringing artifacts around the
original edges Eref (g) can be selected from E(f̂k) by a simple pixelwise logical
AND operation between ERingRegion(g) and E(f̂k). Since restoration preserves the
edges present in the original image g, the additional edges observed around the
reference edge profile in the restored image typically represent the ringing artifacts.



















The PSF of the WLCM was experimentally determined by imaging 5-micron di-
ameter micro-spheres under the usual imaging conditions. Several frames of micro-
sphere images at the same focus were averaged to reduce the noise sensitivity of the
PSF. A single micro-sphere is isolated and cropped from the image and was used
to determine the PSF of the WLCM. The background of the cropped micro-sphere
image is kept to a minimum to avoid oscillations in the places of sharp intensity
transitions in the restored images. Figure 16a shows the image of a micro-sphere
and figure 16b shows the PSF of the WLCM. Figures 17a, 17b, 17c show the image
ensemble of a random cotton fiber at the same z-axis depth. The KL basis com-
puted using reduced SVD method is shown in figures 17d, 17e and 17f. It is clear
from the optimal ensemble basis that the first principal vector retains most of the
energy in the ensemble (95.5%). Figure 17g shows the inverse restored image after
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(a) Image a 5-
micron sphere
(b) Intensity plot of PSF
Figure 16: Experimental PSF of the WLCM determined by imaging 5-micron
diameter spheres
median prefiltering and figure 17h shows the inverse restored image after adaptive
KL prefiltering. Restoration results on similar cotton fibers and images of lamina
cribrosa of cow retina at 12mmHg of IOP level are shown in figures 18 and 19.
A contrast measure plot in figure 20 shows the contrast measures of the restored
images after median and adaptive KL prefiltering. The adaptive KL prefiltering
outperforms the median prefiltering in all the experimental cases. Also, a visual
evaluation of the image restored after adaptive KL prefiltering shows a significant
improvement over the median prefiltered images.
Figure 21b shows an image of random cotton fibers superimposed with its edge
profile. Figure 21d shows the edge profile E(f̂6) of a restored image at iteration
# 6 of LR deconvolution algorithm superimposed with the reference edge profile
Eref (g) and a binary edge mask ERingRegion(g) for selecting the region around
Eref (g). Ringing artifacts can be observed around the edges in the restored image
f̂6 in figure 21c. Visual inspection of the images restored at higher iterative steps
of LR deconvolution algorithm confirms with the increasing trend of the ringing
metric plot shown in figure 21e.
2.7 Conclusion
We have presented an adaptive noise filtering technique by discovering an optimal
basis for 3-image-frames ensemble acquired per z-axis position. The noise and
random components are filtered by dropping the second and third principal com-
ponents of the basis. A reduced SVD or snapshot method of determing the basis
makes this technique suitable for real-time restoration of WLCM images. The pre-
sented automatic noise filtering algorithm significantly reduces the random image
artificats and noise in the WLCM images. The automatic noise filtering algo-
rithm proposed here does not require a prior knowledge about the type of noise
present in the system and hence adaptive to the images being restored. The pro-
posed adaptive noise filtering algorithm can be used in prefiltering stage of image
deconvolution algorithms to improve the convergence of the iterative restoration
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(a) Original image 1/3 (b) Original image 2/3 (c) Original image 3/3
(d) Principal vector U1; En-
ergy contained= 95.5%
(e) Principal vector U2; En-
ergy contained= 2.57%
(f) Principal vector U3; En-
ergy contained= 1.93%
(g) Prefiltered using median filter and restored
using inverse restoration method
(h) Prefiltered using adaptive KL filter and re-
stored using inverse restoration method
Figure 17: Ensemble of random cotton fiber images, their KL decomposition and
the inverse restored images using median and adaptive KL prefiltering
algorithms and to improve the quality of the restored images using a simple inverse
restoration method.
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(a) Original image (b) Restored after median
prefiltering
(c) Restored after adaptive
KL prefiltering
(d) Original image (e) Restored after median
prefiltering
(f) Restored after adaptive
KL prefiltering
(g) Original image (h) Restored after median
prefiltering
(i) Restored after adaptive KL
prefiltering
Figure 18: Random cotton fibers (a, d, g) restored using inverse filter deconvolution
after prefiltering noise using median (b, e, h) and adaptive KL filters (c, f, i)
A near-singular nature of the point spread function introduces ringing artifacts
during image restoration, especially at higher iterations of iterative deconvolution
algorithms. Hence a robust feedback metric is essential to identify an optimal
terminal condition of the iterative deconvolution algorithms. The ringing met-
ric proposed here is less sensitive to noise amplification during restoration and
is computationally efficient making it suitable for real-time image quality evalua-
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(a) Original image (b) Restored after median
prefiltering
(c) Restored after adaptive
KL prefiltering
(d) Original image (e) Restored after median
prefiltering
(f) Restored after adaptive
KL prefiltering
Figure 19: Image of a random cotton fiber (a) and lamina cribrosa optical section at
12mmHg IOP level (d) restored using inverse filter deconvolution after prefiltering
the image noise using median and adaptive KL filters
tion. Visual inspection of the images restored using LR deconvolution algorithm
confirms with the increase in the ringing artifacts during restoration as indicated
by the ringing metric.
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Figure 20: Contrast measure performance comparison of median and adaptive KL
prefilters with the inverse restoration method
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(a) Original image (b) Edge profile superimposed on the original
image
(c) Restored image at iteration # 6 exhibiting
ringing around edges
(d) Edge profile of the restored image (Red) su-
perimposed on binary edge mask (white back-
ground) and reference edge profile (green)
(e) Ringing metric plot of the cotton fiber images restored
using LR restoration algorithm
Figure 21: Computing the ringing metric of an image restored using LR iterative
restoration algorithm
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Chapter 3. A Novel Compute-and-Propagate
Framework for Iterative Optical Flow Algorithms
3.1 Introduction
Image synthesis is one of the important steps for automatic visual analysis of a
scene. Determining the motion field of a scene or an object in a scene is an im-
portant problem in the field of Computer Vision. The marvelous synchrony of the
eye and the brain of insects, primates and human beings for visual interpretation
of objects, movements and their transformations have been an inspiration for the
pursuit of computer vision systems [63]. The characteristics of a moving object
including its 3D structure can be partially described and reconstructed from an
estimate of the motion field [64]. Figure 22 shows a sequence of images of a scene
containing a clock. The hour and minutes hand in the clock moved a bit between
the images. These movements between the two instances of the scene can be de-
scribed by a motion field. Besides the method of physically measuring the motion
fields, the non-contacting method of motion field estimation using digital images
is attractive and has gained significant attention.
(a) Initial image It0 (b) Final image It0+δt
Figure 22: An image sequence showing the changes in a scene in a short interval
δt
Digital images of a scene or an object under observation when imaged at a
reference state and a transformed state form the basis of the non-contacting method
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of motion field estimation. The pattern of pixel brightness changes in a scene
observed at an interval is usually referred to as optical flow. Under the same
illumination conditions, the image pixel brightness changes observed between any
two images in an image sequence of a scene are either due to object transformation,
scene changes or camera movements. Assuming that the object transformations




i.e. E(x, y, t)− E(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ δt) = 0 (29)
Now the Taylor series expansion of E(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ δt),
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Exu+ Eyv + Et =0
(∇E)T ~U + Et =0 (31)
Equation (31) is referred to as Image Brightness Constancy Equation (IBCE) and
was introduced by Horn & Schunck in 1981 [65]. Here, ~U = (u, v) form the flow
velocity or the pixel velocity at (x, y), Ex and Ey are the spatial brightness gradi-
ents in the x and y directions respectively and Et is the temporal intensity gradient.
The IBCE in equation (31) uses the spatial brightness gradient ∇E in deter-
mining the optical flow. Therefore only the components of the optical flow in the
direction of the brightness gradient ∇E can be estimated from the IBCE. The
algorithms that use the IBCE for estimating the optical flow typically use a nar-
row support of region around each pixel position (x, y) in determining the image
gradients. Therefore they have trouble estimating the optical flow components in
the direction normal to the image gradients. Also, the size of the scene observation
window has effects on the estimated optical flow components. For example, con-
sider a rectangular object moving in a scene as shown in figure 23. The observation
window (W) plays a prominent role in determining the true displacement vector
~U . If the window W does not cover the prominent features of the object under
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Figure 23: A scene depicting the movement of an object undergoing transformation
transformation as in figure 23, only the component u of ~U in the direction of the
brightness gradient, i.e. Ex, can be determined from the IBCE in equation (31).
This is the classical aperture problem in motion field estimation [64].
In section 3.2, we provide a review of the existing optical flow techniques and
a detailed background on the digital image correlation based coarse-fine search
method of optical flow estimation. We present a distance based error metric for
the evaluation of optical flow techniques without the knowledge of a ground truth
of the optical flow field ~UGT in section 3.3. In section 3.4 we describe a Compute-
and-Propagate (CNP) framework for computing a sparse flow field and to sup-
ply an initial estimate of flow velocities for the iterative optical flow algorithms.
Further we demonstrate the integration of the CNP framework with the Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) Coarse-Fine Optical Flow estimation technique [71]. We
present the results of the CNP framework with DIC Coarse-Fine optical flow esti-
mation technique on: 1) A rotating sphere 2) Cotton fiber images acquired using a
white-light confocal microscope 3) A rotating globe 4) A rotating globe with small
displacement 5) A clock sequence with movement in hour and minute hands and
6) Images of lamina cribrosa of retina acquired before and after an experimental
glaucomatous condition in section 3.5. We conclude this chapter in section 3.6.
3.2 Background
Barron, et. al [78, 79, 80] have conducted an extensive survey and performance
comparison of the most popular optical flow algorithms. The optical flow tech-
niques can be broadly classified as:
1. Differential technique,
2. Phase based technique,
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3. Energy based technique and
4. Correspondence based technique.
The differential techniques use the IBCE in equation (31) with additional con-
straints in computing the optical flow [65, 81, 82, 83]. A least-squares method of
solving the IBCE is presented in [64]. The pioneering Horn & Schunck algorithm
[65] uses a smoothness constraints in the scene in solving the IBCE. The differential
techniques use the spatial brightness gradients ∇E and the temporal brightness
changes in estimating the optical flow. Due to the narrow support involved in
calculating the spatial and temporal brightness gradients, they are suitable for
estimating smaller displacements, usually in the sub-pixel range involving small
transformations. Therefore, the images of the scene need to be acquired at a very
high frame rate.
The Energy based methods estimate the optical flow from a set of velocity-
tuned filters tuned to different spatial orientations and temporal frequencies [84].
The phase based methods derive an estimate of the optical flow from a family of
spatiotemporal velocity-tuned linear filter [85]. Both the energy-based and phase-
based techniques require a large temporal support and require a minimum of 21
image frames in the sequence for an optimal performance [79].
The correspondence based techniques use a measure-of-match (similarity) or a
measure-of-mismatch (dissimilarity) to establish correspondence between regions
in the image sequences. The correspondence based optical flow techniques can be
further subclassified as:
a. Area based matching,
b. Feature based matching and
c. Relational matching.
The Area Based Matching (ABM) methods use gray scale windows, known as tem-
plates, from an image It0 ∈ IM×M of a scene at an initial condition, to search and
locate an appropriate matching location in the image It0+δt ∈ IM×M of the same
scene after a time interval δt [68], where IM×M represents the space of gray scale
images of size M ×M . The choice of the template window size is crucial for in-
cluding essential structures of the object or structures from the scene to obtain an
unique displacement vector ~U resulting from the object or scene transformation.
The Feature Based Matching methods use features such as lines, edges and points
extracted from It0 and It0+δt for establishing a regional correspondence. Kalman
filter is one of the most popular FBM method [66]. The Relational matching meth-
ods use a relationship between the features in It0 to identify the changes in It0+δt.
In this work, we use an ABM method for demonstrating the performance of the
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Compute-and-Propagate framework.
The commonly used correspondence measures in the ABM methods are [68, 69]:






∣∣It0(i, j)− It0+δt(i, j)∣∣ (32)






∣∣It0(i, j)− It0+δt(i, j)∣∣2 (33)





















The digital image correlation (DIC) based optical flow estimation techniques [71,
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 86] use a measure of similarity as in equation (34). For
an optimal match, algorithms using a dissimilarity measure need to minimize the
measure-of-mismatch and the algorithms using a similarity measure need to max-
imize the measure-of-match. The normalized correlation measure in equation (34)
is robust to changes in the lighting condition.
To determine the unique displacement vectors, the DIC based optical flow
algorithms assume that the transformation or deformation in an infinitesimal re-
gion is homogeneous. An unique displacement vector is identified by comparing
a small region around each pixel (x, y) in It0 with a set of regions centered at
(x± kδx, y± kδy) in the image It0+δt. The incremental values (u = nδx, v = mδy)
yielding a maximum similarity measure will be the optical flow in the correspond-
ing region. As it can be seen, the uniqueness of the solution depends on various
factors including 1) the choice of the window size and 2) the search area. After an
initial estimate of the transformation, DIC based optical flow algorithm proceed to
a fine search step where any interpixel displacements are determined using a fine
searching or an iterative algorithm such as Newton-Raphson method [74]. Figure
24 depicts the DIC search process. An infinitesimal region centered at pixel (x, y)
in It0 is searched in the image It0+δt over a small region of size 2kδx×2kδy around
the pixel (x, y). During the coarse-fine search steps, the search boundaries are
progressively adjusted based on the convergence of the search [77].
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Figure 24: Digital Image Correlation based optical flow estimation
The differential, energy-based and phase-based optical flow methods require an
image sequence with higher temporal support, typically in the range of 10 to 21
frames of the scene, for flow field computation [79]. The optical flow algorithms
have been successfuly used for : 1) non-contacting method of strain measurement
in experimental mechanics [88, 99, 100], 2) deformation analysis of microscopic
structures [97, 98], 3) measuring plant growth [89, 90] and 4) several biomedical
applications such as measuring strain distributions in bovine articular cartilage
[92], quantifying the motion of orbital tissues for diagnosing orbital disorders in
the eye [93], measuring strain in bovine retina [94], studying the biomechanics of
knees [95], quantifying the heart wall motion [95, 96] and cardiac motion estima-
tion [91]. The intention of this work is not to evaluate the choice of the class
of algorithm for a problem in hand and reevaluate their performances. However,
most of the practical uses of optical flow algorithms require analyzing a before
and after snapshot of the scene or object under investigation. DIC based flow
field estimation techniques are robust to contrast and brightness changes in the
scene and require only two frames of the scene. We demonstrate the performance
improvements of the proposed Compute-and-Propagate framework with the DIC
based Coarse-Fine search method.
3.3 A Novel l2 Norm Based Evaluation of Optical Flow Es-
timates
The confidence of the flow field velocity estimates need to be determined to assess
the performance of an optical flow algorithm. The most popular performance
measure uses 1) an angular error θError and 2) a difference in magnitude [78]. The
angular error θError between the vectors ~UGT and ~UEst shown in figure 25 can be
estimated as
θError = arccos(~UGT · ~UEst) (35)
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Figure 25: Discrepancy between the ground truth optical flow ~UGT and the esti-
mated optical flow vector ~UEst
The difference in their magnitude can be computed as
‖~UGT − ~UEst‖ (36)
The ground truth of the object or scene displacement need to be known a priori
for computing these performance metrics. Usually, the true deformation or motion
field of a natural scene or object undergoing a deformation is unknown. Therefore
the angular error and magnitude difference measures are not suitable for practical
applications. We propose a new l2 norm based optical flow evaluation method that
does not require a prior knowledge of the true optical flow field.
Let,
It0 be the image of the scene prior to deformation,
It0+δt be the image of the scene acquired after an interval δt,
[~U ] be the true flow field matrix,
[X] be the pixel coordinate matrix of the images It0 and It0+δt and
[~UEst] be the estimated optical flow field.
Given the pixel intensity coordinates [X] of the initial image It0, a ground truth
optical flow field [~UGT ] indicates that the pixel intensities of It0 at [X] have moved
[~UGT ]. Thus the final image It0+δt can be represented using the initial image It0,













Now, an estimate of the image It0, referred as Ît0, can be computed from the final
image It0+δt using the optical flow matrix [~UEst] and the initial pixel coordinate
matrix [X] from equation (38). The deviation of the estimated optical flow field
from the ground truth can be identified from the dissimilarity between Ît0 and It0
as follows.
Flow field estimation error = ‖Ît0 − It0‖ (39)
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If the estimated optical flow is equal to the ground truth, then the images Ît0 and
It0 will be same. Therefore, the measure of dissimilarity will be ∼ 0. A larger flow
field estimation error in equation (39) indicates a larger deviation of the estimated
optical flow field from the ground truth. T1 and T2 in equations (37) and (38)
are the interpolation functionals [102]. The most common choices are polynomial
interpolation functions [72, 103], bicubic, spline and bicubic-spline interpolation
algorithms [101].
The error metric defined in equation (39) measures the Euclidean distance be-
tween It0 and Ît0 and estimates the degree of dissimilarity between two images by
determining their pixel-to-pixel correspondence. Thus it is sensitive to even small
pixel movements and object transformations. Recently a modified Euclidean dis-
tance measure called Image Euclidean Distance (IMED) is proposed for evaluating
the dissimilarity between images [70]. The main reason for the performance degra-
dation in using Euclidean distance for dissimilarity measurement comes primarily
from the pixel-to-pixel correspondence matching. Basically, this is due to the or-
thogonal coordinate system employed for measuring an image similarity distance.
The IMED overcomes this drawback by giving varying weight to the adjacent
pixels by considering a non-orthogonal basis. To successfully account for the dis-
placed pixels, the IMED uses a non-orthogonal basis that assigns a varying weight
to the adjacent pixels while comparing a pixel value between images. If there is any
pixel displacement, it is expected to be near the original pixel position. There-
fore, a gaussian kernel based pixel weighing scheme would be a natural choice
for image similarity measurement. The problem of determining an optimal non-
orthogonal basis is avoided by using the metric coefficient matrix G induced by the
non-orthogonal basis for IMED computation. With a symmetric positive definite




If the standard deviation σ chosen is far less than the image dimension, then the
formation of metric coefficient matrix G and hence the IMED computation can be
significantly reduced as follows.
IMED = 〈It0, Ĩt0〉 (40)
where Ĩt0 is computed by filtering Ît0 using a gaussian filter of standard deviation
σ. The error metrics induced from the Euclidean distance in equation (39) and
the IMED in equation (40) will be used to evaluate the performance of the CNP
framework.
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3.4 Compute-and-Propagate Framework with the Digital
Image Correlation Based Coarse-fine Optical Flow Algo-
rithm
A scene undergoing transformation typically involves:
1. scene translation due to camera or scene movement,
2. object transformation (translation, rotation, dilation, contraction and skew-
ing) and
3. scene transformation.
Figure 26: CNP framework providing an initial value for the iterative differential
or coarse-fine correspondence method
Assuming that the initial and final images are of the same scene, the optical flow
at a given pixel location (x, y) often is related to the optical flow observed in its
neighboring pixel locations (x + δx, y + δy). For example, all the pixels in an
object undergoing translation in a scene, will have nearly the same optical flow
velocity. With no changes in a scene, a camera movement will result in an uniform
optical flow field in the direction of the camera movement. Thus, in real-life
situations change analysis typically have homogenous motion field in portions of
a scene (involving objects in the scene) or parts of an objects. Differential optical
flow techniques use a narrow spatial support and correspondence techniques such
as coarse-fine methods search a small area around the original pixel location to
determine the optical flow in that region. It can be observed that the computation
and the search is repeated for almost all the pixel locations.
The proposed Compute-and-Propagate framework generates a sparse optical
flow field based on the overall regional transformations in the scene. The gener-
ated sparse flow field can be used as an initial value for the iterative differential
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for computing the sparse flow field (FF) using Compute-
and-Propagate (CNP) framework
1: procedure ComputeAndPropagate(It0, It0+δt, cnpLevels)
2:
3: prevFF (1, 1)← DetermineOverallDisplacement
4: for currCNPLevel← 1 to cnpLevels do
5: Initialize prevLevelFFRowColSz ← 2currCNPLevel−2
6: Initialize currLevelFFRowColSz ← 2currCNPLevel−1
7: Initialize currCol← 1
8: for prevCol← 1 to prevLevelFFRowColSz do
9: currRow ← 1
10: for prevRow ← 1 to prevLevelFFRowColSz do
11: currFF (currRow, currCol)← prevFF (prevRow, prevCol)
12: currRow ← currRow + 1
13: currFF (currRow, currCol + 1)← prevFF (prevRow, prevCol)
14: currRow ← currRow + 1
15: end for
16: currCol← currCol + 2
17: end for
18: end for
19: currFF ← computeCNPRegionalFF (currFF, currCNPLevel, It0, It0+δt)
20: end procedure
21: procedure computeCNPRegionalFF(currFF, currCNPLevel, It0, It0+δt)
22: Initialize imgRowSz ← rowSize(It0 or It0+δt)
23: Initialize imgColSz ← colSize(It0 or It0+δt)
24: Initialize ffRowColSz ← 2currCNPLevel−1
25: for ffCol← 1 to ffRowColSz do
26: for ffRow ← 1 to ffRowColSz do
27: cnpRowMin← bimgRowSz ∗ (ffRow − 1)/ffRowColSzc+ 1
28: cnpRowMax← bimgRowSz ∗ ffRow/ffRowColSzc
29: cnpColMin← bimgColSz ∗ (ffCol − 1)/ffRowColSzc+ 1
30: cnpColMax← bimgColSz ∗ ffCol/ffRowColSzc
31: Choose a template from the initial image It0 from the region
(cnpRowMin : cnpRowMax, cnpColMin : cnpColMax)
32: Initial regional optical flow computed for this region using CNP is
available in currFF (ffRow, ffCol)
33: With the knowledge of the overall flow field in the region, identify
the best matching region in the final image It0+δt using a normalized correlation
measure as in (34)





and coarse-fine search based optical flow estimation techniques as shown in figure
26. The initial estimate of the optical flow generated by the CNP framework can
help 1) the optical flow estimation algorithm to converge faster and 2) to con-
verge to a true solution. Figure 27 shows a schematic representation of the sparse
flow field computation using CNP framework. The CNP framework estimates an
Figure 27: Schematic representation of the propagation of the regional flow vectors
(sparse) to successive levels in the Compute-And-Propagate framework for optical
flow computation
overall scene movement [U ]1 at level-1 and sub-divides the whole region into four
sub-regions. All the four sub-regions use the sparse flow field estimate [U ]1 from
level-1 to identify regional transformations in the four sub-regions. Each of the
four sub-regions are further sub-divided into four sub-regions. At each subsequent
level i + 1 in the CNP framework, the sparse flow field from the regions in the
previous level [U ]i are propagated to the appropriate regions. The region sub-
division, regional optical flow field computation and propagation continues up to
a user defined depth / level N . Thus the CNP framework starts by estimating the
overall scene movements and at each new level derives the regional movements.
For regional optical flow field estimation, a normalized correlation coefficient mea-
sure (equation (33)) based template matching algorithm can be used. Fast fourier
based correlation based template matching can be faster depending on the region
size [67]. Algorithm 3 in page 54 layouts the computational steps involved in the
CNP framework.
The proposed CNP framework can be efficiently implemented in a parallel
cluster. After a region is subdivided at a given level in the CNP framework, the
translations in each of the subdivided regions can be independently computed in a
parallel node. In this work, we have implemented the proposed CNP framework in
MatlabMPI [104], a parallel Matlab facility, in a IBM e© Server pSeries TM650 [105]
in a cluster computing environment. The iterative schemes and computationally
intensive parts of the algorithms are written in ANSI-C to create appropriate




(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method. ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
0; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 0
Figure 28: Cotton image It0 shifted 10 pixels diagonally to generate It0+δt. The
purpose is to demonstrate the validity of the proposed error metric for evaluating
optical flow results
The proposed error metric is suitable for evaluating an estimate of motion field
in real-life image sequences with unknown ground truth of the resulting motion
field. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed error metric, we use an image of
random cotton fibers acquired using a white-light confocal microscope (WLCM) to
generate an initial and a final image with a known motion field. The cotton fiber
image itself is used as the initial image It0. The image It0 is translated 10 pixels
diagonally with an optical flow of (u ≈ 7.07, v ≈ 7.07) at each pixel resulting in the
final image It0+δt. When the estimated optical flow (û, v̂) (using either DIC with or
without CNP framework as in section 3.4) is equal to the true motion field, the im-
age reconstructed Ît0 using (û, v̂) will be identical to the initial image It0, omitting
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the borders for any occluding regions. Thus, the value of the proposed Euclidean
error metric in equation (39) and IMED in equation (40) will be ∼ 0. Figure 28
shows the image of random cotton fibers at an initial stage and a final stage with
10 pixels diagonal movement. A quiver plot of the optical flow field estimated
using DIC with CNP framework in figure 28c indicates a diagonal movement of
the cotton fibers. A difference image It0 − Ît0 shown in figure 28d and the error
magnitudes confirms that the image Ît0 reconstructed using the estimated optical
flow (û, v̂), which is same as the true motion field, is identical to the initial image
It0 resulting in an Euclidean distance and IMED of 0. This test ensures the validity
of the proposed error metrics. It should be noted that the choice of σ in comput-
ing the IMED in equation (40) determines the error tolerance in the optical flow
estimates. With σ = 1, IMED solution will converge to the standard Euclidean
distance error metric in equation (39). In this work, we use σ = 3, allowing a
pixel deformation up to 3 pixels in the reconstructed image Ît0. In other words, an
optical flow estimate error greater than 3 pixels, in all directions, will be penalized.
Table 2: Performance evaluation of DIC coarse-fine optical flow estimation with
(CNP-DIC) and without(DIC) Compute-and-Propagate framework
Scene Descrip-
tion
Iteration Counts Error Metric
Euclidean IMED
DIC CNP-DIC DIC CNP-DIC DIC CNP-DIC
Clock 9178021 7364060 5511.84 2137.06 3778.03 1042.54
Random cotton
fibers
3560111 839860 6349.72 2975.80 4510.50 2159.08
Rotating globe 8541639 8541639 1693.80 1693.80 622.34 622.34
Rotating globe with
lateral movement
7754842 2499743 5228.87 2386.04 3504.74 821.77
Lamina Cribrosa
at IOP levels of
12mmHg and
60mmHg
2949741 526270 3894.27 1975.24 3327.87 1504.11
Lamian Cribrosa af-
ter restoration
3447427 329546 7180.17 3772.58 5854.42 2465.05
Rotating sphere 6788882 6788882 828.58 828.58 332.09 332.09
We use the following images from a variety of scenes to evaluate the performance
improvement using CNP framework with DIC optical flow algorithm. All the
images except the sphere image sequence are real-life image sequences.
1. A lateral clock movement from an initial position, with small changes in the
positions of the minute and hour hands (figure 29)
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2. Random cotton fibers moved diagonally from an initial position; images are
acquired using a WLCM (figure 30)
3. A rotating tabletop globe (figure 31)
4. A rotating tabletop globe with some lateral movement (figure 32)
5. Lamina cribrosa of retina at intraocular pressure levels (IOP) of 12mmHg It0
and 60mmHg It0+δt (figure 33)
6. Images of lamina cribrosa at 12mmHg and 60mmHg IOP levels restored using
adaptive Karhunen-Loève filter (figure 34)
7. A rotating sphere (figure 35)
The rotating sphere images were obtained from [87]. The results of the optical flow
field estimation using DIC method with and without CNP framework is shown in
the figures (29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35). The results include 1) a quiver plot of
the estimated optical field from the respective methods, 2) a difference image and
3) their error magnitudes (Euclidean distance and IMED). It can be observed
from the quiver plot and the error magnitudes that the optical flow estimation
using CNP framework gives an improved performance in terms of deriving a more
accurate motion field. Table 2 contains the error magnitudes of Euclidean distance
and IMED for DIC optical flow method with and without CNP framework and
the number of iterations they needed to converge. The IMED method shows a
reduction in the error metric with the CNP framework and an improvement over
the Euclidean error metric. It can be seen that the CNP framework significantly
reduces the error measure and converges with a fewer number of iterations when
there are multiple large transformations.
Figure 36 shows the comparative error metrics of Euclidean and IMED on
the performance of the DIC and CNP-DIC methods on the experimental image
sequences. Figure 37 shows the comparative convergence rate of the DIC and
CNP-DIC methods on the experimental image sequences in terms of the number
of iterations they needed to converge. It can be observed that the DIC method
with CNP framework consistently outperforms and shows an improvement over
the DIC method when there are multiple large motions.
3.6 Conclusion
We have presented novel error metrics for evaluating the performance of optical
flow algorithms and a Compute-and-Propagate framework for use with iterative
optical flow estimation algorithms. The methods are demonstrated with the iter-
ative DIC optical flow algorithm. One of the drawbacks of the traditional optical
flow performance measures is the requirement of a prior knowledge about the
ground truth motion field. Even a few small differences in the estimated optical
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
2137.06; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 1042.54
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed using DIC
method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
5511.84; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 3778.03
Figure 29: Optical flow estimation of a scene containing a clock and a mug
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flow field may indicate and result in a significant reduction in the performance
of the optical flow method. The proposed error metrics allow the evaluation of
optical flow methods on image sequences with no prior knowledge about the true
motion field. The IMED metric takes into account the possibility of small errors in
the estimated optical flow field and allows a tolerance in the flow field estimates,
without penalizing the optical flow method. An optical flow method converging
closer to the true motion field will receive a relatively lesser IMED measure. The
CNP framework demonstrates significant performance improvement in terms of
converging to the true motion field and convergence rate in a variety of scenes.
The CNP framework accounts for homogeneous pixel movements or transforma-
tions. Thus regions without any transformations are readily identified at a certain
level in the CNP framework depending on the size of the region with homogeneous
motion field. The regions undergoing transformation typically involve a group of
pixels or a region which can identified using the CNP framework. The initial esti-
mate from the CNP framework will allow the iterative optical flow algorithms to
converge faster and to converge to the true motion field in the scene. As the CNP
framework considers overall large transformations at various levels and regions, it
can considerably reduce the errors in the optical flow estimates due to the aperture
problem.
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
2975.80; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 2159.08
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed using DIC
method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
6349.72; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 4510.50
Figure 30: Optical flow estimation of a scene exhibiting movement of cotton fibers
observed using a white-light confocal microscope
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
1693.80; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 622.34
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed using DIC
method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
1693.80; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 622.34
Figure 31: Optical flow estimation of a scene exhibiting a rotating tabletop globe
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
2386.04; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 821.77
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed using DIC
method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
5228.87; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 3504.74
Figure 32: Optical flow estimation of a scene exhibiting a rotating tabletop globe
with some lateral movement
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
1975.24; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 1504.11
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed using DIC
method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
3894.27; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 3327.87
Figure 33: Optical flow estimation of the images of lamina cribrosa of cow retina
at intraocular pressure levels of 12mmHg and 60mmHg
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed using CNP-
DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 computed
using CNP-DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
3772.58; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 2465.05
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed using DIC
method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
7180.17; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 5854.42
Figure 34: Optical flow estimation of the images of lamina cribrosa of cow retina
at intraocular pressure levels of 12mmHg and 60mmHg restored using KL filter
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(a) Initial Image It0 (b) Final Image It0+δt
(c) Optical flow ~UEst computed us-
ing CNP-DIC method
(d) Difference Image It0 − Ît0
computed using CNP-DIC
method; ‖It0 − Ît0‖ =
828.58; IMED(It0, Ît0) = 332.10
(e) Optical flow ~UEst computed us-
ing DIC method
(f) Difference Image It0 − Ît0 com-
puted using DIC method; ‖It0 −
Ît0‖ = 828.58; IMED(It0, Ît0) =
332.10
Figure 35: Optical flow estimation of the images of a rotating sphere
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Figure 36: Euclidean and IMED error metrics of the DIC and CNP-DIC methods
on the experimental image sequences
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Figure 37: Convergence rate (Iteration counts) of the DIC and CNP-DIC methods
on the experimental image sequences
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Conclusion
We have developed a comprehensive computational framework for studying struc-
tural changes in microscopic specimens using a confocal microscope. The realtime
tracking and visualization architecture presented in chapter 1 can be used for reg-
ular laboratory and clinical observation of microscopic structures. The realtime
tracking feature in a confocal microscope can be used for patient care in a longi-
tudinal health-care setup. For example, a reference state of the patient’s site of
pathology, such as cornea and retina, can be imaged and tracked upon patient’s
subsequent visits more precisely using the tracking architecture. The behavior of
such micro-structures can be observed in realtime under various experimental con-
ditions using the visualization facility.
The KL filter presented in chapter 2 filters random noise artifacts. In point-
scanning confocal microscopes, the KL filter can significantly reduce the scan-lines
in the optical section images. Also use of KL filter prior to restoration allows the
use of a simple inverse deconvolution method to restore the images. A stack of
optical section images can be restored in realtime in a cluster environment using
KL prefiltering and inverse deconvolution method. An exponential increase in the
contrast measure of the images restored using iterative restoration algorithm such
as Lucy-Richardson algorithm indicated amplification of ringing artifacts at higher
iterations. The ringing metric presented in chapter 2 can be used with iterative
restoration algorithms to quantify the amount of ringing introduced in the restored
images and identify an appropriate terminal condition for the iterative algorithms.
The Compute-and-Propagate framework presented in chapter 3 demonstrates
significant improvement in the speed (in terms of number of iterations) and conver-
gence (in terms of an error measure) of Digital Image Correlation based iterative
optical flow estimation method. This framework can be used in differential and
correspondence based iterative optical flow algorithms that use an initial flow es-
timates for motion field estimation. Also we have developed a l2 norm based error
metric that can be used for evaluating the performance of optical flow algorithms
without a prior knowledge about the true motion field.
The framework presented here can be extended for use with other imaging
modalities such as PET, CT, MRI, etc., that acquires optical section images at
various depths to build a 3D representation of the structure. Inverse restoration
with the KL noise prefiltering and the ringing metric can be directly applied for use
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with other imaging systems. The l2 norm based error metric for evaluating optical
flow algorithms and the CNP framework is applicable for all imaging modalities.
The framework developed is comprehensive and will facilitate studying the struc-
tural changes of microscopic structures such as lamina cribrosa and can be used for
understanding the properties of materials, for understanding the underlying mech-
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Appendix: Review of Linear Algebra
Definition 1. In any vector space, a vector x is said to be a linear combination
of vectors {φk}nk=1 if x =
∑n
k=1 αkφk where {αk}nk=1 are the scalar coefficients of
{φk}nk=1
Definition 2 (Linear subspace). Let V be a vector space. Let N be a set of vectors
{xi}ni=1 such that xi ∈ V. The set N is said to be a linear subspace of V if:
1. N contains a zero-vector
2. ∀x, y ∈ N, x+ y ∈ N and
3. ∀x ∈ N and a scalar α, αx ∈ N
Definition 3 (Linear independence). Let N be a set of vectors in vector space V.
Any vector x ∈ V is said to be linearly independent of N if x cannot be expressed
as linear combination of vectors in N. The set of vectors N is said to be linearly
independent if each vector in N is linearly independent of every other vectors in
the set N.
Definition 4 (Basis and dimension of a vector space). A set of vectors N is said
to be a basis for a vector space V if the set N is linearly independent and every
vector in V can be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors in N. The
dimension of the vector space V is the number of vectors in its basis N.
Definition 5 (Distance function in a metric space). A metric space X is equipped
with a distance function d(x, y) for every combination of points x, y ∈ X with the
following properties:
1. d(x, y) > 0, when x 6= y
2. d(x, y) = 0, when x = y
3. d(x, y) = d(y, x) and
4. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)
Definition 6 (Cauchy sequence and complete metric space). A sequence of vectors
{xi} is said to be convergent if there exists a limit vector x such that d(xn, x)→ 0
as m,n→∞. A metric space X is complete if and only if every Cauchy sequence
of points in X converges.
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Definition 7 (Vector norm). A normed linear space X is a metric space with the
distance metric d(x, y) defined by a norm ‖x − y‖. The norm assigns a scalar
length to each vector with the following properties:
1. ‖x‖ = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0
2. ‖ax‖ = |a| · ‖x‖,∀x ∈ X and ∀a ∈ < and
3. ‖x+ y‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖y‖,∀x ∈ X
Given a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)







Special cases of a p-norm include:
1. Euclidean norm: ‖x‖2
2. ‖x‖1 = |x1|+ |x2|+ · · ·+ |xn|
3. ‖x‖∞ = maxi|xi|
Definition 8 (Banach Space). A complete normed linear space is a Banach space.
Definition 9 (Innerproduct). An innerproduct space X is a linear space equipped
with a real-valued function called an innerproduct on pairs of elements of X denoted
〈x, y〉, where x and y are elements of X with the following properties.
1. 〈x, x〉 ≥ 0,∀x ∈ X, with 〈x, x〉 = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0
2. 〈x, x〉 = 〈y, x〉,∀x ∈ X
3. 〈ax, y〉 = a〈x, y〉,∀x, y ∈ X,∀a ∈ <
A norm induced by an innerproduct ‖x‖ =
√
〈x, x〉,∀x ∈ X
Definition 10 (Hilbert space). A complete innerproduct space H is called a
Hilbert space.
Definition 11 (Vector orthogonality). A vector x ∈ H is orthogonal to a vector
y ∈ H, if 〈x, y〉 = 0. A set of vectors {xi}ni=1 is said to be orthogonal set if and
only if 〈xi, xi〉 = 0 whenever i 6= j
Definition 12 (Vector orthonormality). A set S of vectors {xi}ni=1 is said to be
orthonormal, if: 1) S is an orthogonal set and 2) ‖x‖ = 1,∀x ∈ S
Definition 13 (Orthonormal basis). A set S of vectors {xi}ni=1 is an orthonor-
mal basis for the vector space V, then any x ∈ V can be expressed as a linear




Definition 14 (Rank of a matrix). Rank of a matrix A ∈ <M×N is the maximum
number of linearly independent rows or columns of a matrix. Thus the rank of a
matrix A, Rank(A) ≤ min(M,N). A matrix is said to be rank deficient if its rank
is less than min(M,N).
Definition 15 (Row and column space of a matrix). The set of all linear combina-
tions of the column vectors of a matrix A forms the column space of A. Similarly,
the set of all linear combinations of the row vectors of A forms the row space of A.
Definition 16 (Orthonormal matrix). The columns of an orthonormal matrix are
orthonormal to each other. Let Q ∈ <M×N be an orthonormal matrix. Then











Thus an orthonormal projection of a set of vectors preserves their Euclidean dis-
tance.
Theorem 1 (Spectral theorem). A matrix A ∈ <N×N is symmetric if and only if








Theorem 2 (Singular value decomposition). Let A ∈ <M×N . There is a decom-
position A = UΛV T such that the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix Λ are
non-negative and arranged in a non-increasing order. The matrices U and V are
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